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O gloriosa Domina is one of some 160 motets composed by Nicolas Gomben (c.1490-

1556).These works appear in two books of four and five-parts published by Geronimo

Scotto in 1539, entided Liber Primusinicolvs Gomberth/con Gratia et Privilegio. The

presenr edition is based upon Joseph Schmidt Gorg's transcription as it appears in Volume

V Nicolai Gombert's Cantiones Sacrae, offumen Carapetyant Colpus Mensurabilis

Musicae.

For this edirion, barlines have been added, modern clefs replace C clefs, and editorial

suggesdons for musica-ficta are placed above the notes in question. The original mensura-

tion sign: q is represented by i. In t]r. early to mid-l6th century the meaning of the alle

brwe sign g in many motets (th.e most progressive form of the first half of the l5th) began

to lose its original meaning: tactus alle breve. The sign appears in many cases to be inter-

changeable with the C mensuration which assigns the value of tlre tactus to the semi-breve

(or wiole-note). The editor has halved the origlnal notation ( o note = J note) for this

edition, and suggests a tempo of ) = c. 58.

The texr underlay is incomplete in the original Scotto publication. Gombert's underlay, as

reflected in Scotro's print, is maintained; all editorial suggestions are placed in italics.

Brackets t-3'-l placed above the notes are editorial s,rggestions for "3-note-groupings". The

natural asymmetry of polyphonic lines of Renaissance motets reflects the influence of
Gregorian chant-style melodic formuli, inherendy containing asymmetric neumatic grouP-

ings of notes "of threes and rwos". The origins of neumatic notation are derived from

."ili.r chant noadon, the foundation ofwhich is based upon "how to sing a melody, or

successive notes" not necessarily the inherent pitch. "How to sing" relates to several expres-

sive components inherent in the singing of Renaissance polyphony: phrasing and articula-

tion nuanced with subde dynamics and rubato. The editorial placement of brackets clarify

triple-groupings in an inherent duple-grouping (c) context.

\Vhile clefs have been modernized (replacing original C clefs) the editor maintains the

origind pitchJevel of O gloriosa Domina. Gombert has written more than 25 works for

mJe chorus . O Gloriosa is one of the most amrafiive and has been performed many times

by this editor with the Harvard Glee Club, for who this edition was made. It is a Respon-

sory for various Feasts of the Blessed Virgin Mary:

O glorious lady, Mother of God, Mary ever virgin,

\(/ho, the Lord of all,-Was worthy to mother,

And alone, a virgin, suckled the King of Angels,

Remember our piery.

And pray, O virgin, to Christ for us,

So might we, blessed by your good word

might be judged worthy
Ofthe King of Heaven.
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